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Abstract

Numerical analysis of criticality accident transients is used to characterize fission source term
development for emergency planning and to evaluate and confirm accident scenario understanding.
Power excursions are a highly multiphysics phenomena, due to reactivity feedbacks based in
physical parameters (such as temperature and void volume) which perturb the power history.
Historically, 1D and 0D approximations to accident-related physics have been employed to analyze
criticality excursion transients for particular geometries. However, enhanced computing and
multiphysics capabilities (i.e. COMSOL) allow for a greater range of detail and flexibility in
criticality transient simulations. Thus applicable physics phenomena (neutron kinetics, heat transfer,
fluid flow, radiolytic gas transport) were developed in COMSOL for two configurations of fissile
uranyl nitrate solution: a rectangular, open container and the SILENE annular reactor (Figure 1).The
Conjugate Heat Transfer, Global ODEs, Transport of Diluted Species and PDE Coefficient physics
are utilized in a 2D axisymmetric and 3D geometry to model the SILENE reactor and container
criticality transients, respectively. A total of 7 global equations are solved to simulate neutron point
kinetics in the solution; one for the prompt neutron balance and six for delayed neutron precursor
production and decay. Conjugate Heat Transfer physics is used for all solid and fluid domains in
both models, with highly conductive layers being used for thin stainless steel walls, convective
cooling at all external surfaces, and a volumetric heat source due to fission. The fluid node
equations for momentum and mass balance are solved for the fluid domains. Radiolytic gas physics
consist of molecular transport and bubble formation and dispersion. Molecular transport of the
radiolytic gas utilizes either the Transport of Diluted Species application or six axial global
equations, with natural convection to the solution surface and a reaction rate determined by fission.
Bubble formation and dispersion physics are modeled using either the PDE Coefficient or Transport
of Diluted Species applications or six axial global equations. Natural convection is through the
outlet at the solution surface and bubble formation is governed by fission rate and the critical
concentration of the molecules in the solution. The MUMPS direct solver is used for the time-
dependent studies and sequential study steps are utilized to employ varying time-stepping for the
more rapid transient periods. The criticality experiment benchmark SILENE LE1-641 was modeled
in which a 2 dollar reactivity ramp insertion over 20 seconds initiates a prompt critical transient and
series of excursions. The fission rate transient over the first 300 seconds is shown in Figure 2 for the
results from COMSOL and measured LE1-641 values. Figure 3 shows the reactivity contributions
for the first 200 seconds of the transient. Radiolytic gas concentration distributions during the
transient are shown in Figure 4. Figure 2 demonstrates the accuracy of the excursion model with



existing COMSOL applications. Verification of this approach encourages extension in COMSOL to
other accident scenarios (i.e. different geometries and fissile materials) as well as the development of
additional physical effects (e.g. solution sloshing and boiling).
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Figures used in the abstract

Figure 1: Photograph and Schematic of the SILENE Reactor at the Valduc facility in France.

Figure 2: The excursion power (in fission/sec) during benchmark SILENE LE1-641.

Figure 3: The reactivity contributions during benchmark SILENE LE1-641.



Figure 4: The radiolytic gas concentration during SILENE LE1-641 (dimensions in mm).


